

Bhimtal (Nainital) - Corbett
Day
Itinerary
01 Pick up from Delhi Airport / Railway station / Hotel by road
(App. 300Kms /08Hrs) for Bhimtal. Arrive Bhimtal (Nainital) by
afternoon. Check in to the Hotel.Bhimtal - Close enough to drive
– Eight hours from Delhi, but far from being overrun by the
holidaying hordes that cluster in Nainital, Bhimtal is a luxury
taste of tranquility. Here the natural beauty is immense and
peace is in abundance. It also offers a newly built Fish
Aquarium on the island on the lake which houses rare species of
fishes. Sattal - means "Seven Lakes” and it is said to be
interconnection of seven lakes with prominent ones named after
Ram, Sita and Lakshman. The lake is one of the best in this
Lake District and its water changes colors thrice a day
depending on what time of day you visit. Dinner.
02 After B/F Proceed for a sightseeing tour to Nainital and
NaukuchiatalLake.Nainital - offers you to visit places like
Camel's Back, Dorothy's Seat, Tiffin Top and Snow View which
is accessible by ropeway. The famous "Mall Road” runs along
one side of the lake and is marked by various hotels, eating
joints and shops. One can hire cycle rickshaws to move around
the mall. At the end of the mall there is a playground which
hosts plenty of cricket and football tournaments of local /
regional teams. At the lake one can take ride on row boats or
peddle boats. Naukuchiatal - means "Nine Cornered Lake” and
is a pristine lake town of the region. A perfect place for day visits
and picnics to explore the beauty of the place and enjoy the boat
ride on row & peddle boats in the clear and still waters of lake.
The trees which fringe the waters' edges are mossy, and are
festooned with creepers and orchids. Dinner.
03 After B/Fproceed for sight seeing of magnificent Sattal Lake and
Bhimtal Lake. Enjoy the boat ride on lakes or take a tour on
horse back and enjoy the Kumaoni hospitality. Dinner.
04 After B/F Check out and drive to Corbett National Park (App.
100 Kms / 03 Hrs). Check in at Hotel. Evening enjoy the nature
walk along the Kosi River or Jungle Trek. Corbett National Park
- Named after legendary Jim Corbett, this Tiger Reserve is
spread over 525 square kms of deciduous forest and grasslands.
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It is home to about 50 mammal species, 25 reptile species and
580 species of birds and of course the King of Jungle – The Tiger.
The best time to visit is March-June and park remains closed
during rainy months of mid June to mid November but 01 gate
still remains open for public viewing. Dinner.
Early morning proceed for Jungle Safari (Self Expense).
Breakfast at Hotel. Later option of either enjoying the various
activities at the resort or indulge in soft adventure activities like
rock climbing, rappelling etc. Visit the Corbett Water Falls,
Garjia Temple & Corbett Museum Dinner.
After B/F start for Delhi (App. 270 Kms / 07 Hrs). Arrive & drop
at Delhi Airport / Railway Station.

Total Hotel Cost
03 Nights – Bainital – Country Inn Bhimtal
02 Nights – Corbett – Country Inn Corbett

INR
Rate Per Person (Twin Sharing)
Rate for Extra Adult with Coat/Matress
Rate for Child W/O Bed (05 to 08 Years)
Total Tour Transport Cost (X Delhi/Chandigarh)
INR
Etios / Indigo / Dzire
Innova
Tempo Traveller – 12 seater
5% GST will be applicable extra on above cost.
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